
Towards comprehensive water ethics:  
      Fair and Just water distribution along the Silk Road 

Applied philosophy works from cases, but is 
indicative of dilemmas of global importance. 
Effective shared stewardship for water requires that 
not only environmental, but also social issues of 
“equity” or “social justice” are taken into account. 
Involvement of applied ethicists in the framework of 
the UN debate aims to form international, cross 
boundary networks for Cooperation in Integrated. 
Water Resource Management for Sustainable 
Development 

 
 
 
 
Goals of the case study:  
 
depict the philosophical underpinnings of the debate, fairness and justice, clarifying the debate, 
and addressing urgent distributive questions in cross boundary water governance. Referring to 
the ancient cross border water associations and the Mahallah system in Uzbekistan and 
Tajikistan, a local model for such governance is developed. Bukhara, Samarkand are at the 
ancient crossroad of cultures, as ideal of Islamic philosophy and society (Abu Bakr al-Razi, Ibn ): 
 

“If one of them has water that could ensure the survival of 
himself but not his companion, he ought in this case to 
prefer to give the water to the one who is of more benefit 
to people. This is the standard that should be applied in 
such cases and similar ones.” 
 
Astronomy is used to calculate perfect             Communities (Mahallas) 
irrigation,  domes prevent                                    share values and  are self- 
 evaporation in                                                         regulated                                             
 Buchara and 
 Samarkand                                                                :  
                                                                                      No corruption 
 

 

   
From Islamic  to Applied Philosophy along the Silk Road:   Excepts from al-Mubahathat:  Perhaps these solutions that we suggest will be the sources for springs that will 

gush forth over many problems and great uncertainties. If that is insufficient, we will abandon this source of explanation and move on to another. Let our 
colleagues consider carefully these subjects of investigation,  

There are no incurable diseases - only the lack of will 

There are no worthless herbs - only the lack of knowledge 
Attributed to  

Abu Ali Ibn Sina – Avicenna- Aβιτζιανός -(981 - 1037) سینا ابن عبدهللا ابن الحسین علی ابو 
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Civil society depends on communication in small groupsufism oCivil on Goal: sutainable water managment 

Related concept of the Public Sphere by 
Jürgen Habermas 

Al Razi: Abu Bakr 
Muhammad bin 
Zakariya al-Razi (c. 
864-c. 925 or 932), 
applied  Aristotle's 
theory of the four 
elements. – 
experimental 
method Kitab al-
Asrar ( The Book of 
Secrets ), and Kitab 
sirr al-Asrar ( The 
Book of the Secret of 
Secrets ) 
Oxford, Bodleian 
Library Manuscripts:  
 
 

 A Sustainably 
managed Environment 
requires responsible 
citizens, grounded in 
their communities 

Colonial remnants in Dushanbe 

Central 
Asian 
traditions  

Mahallas as core  

All central Asian rivers are 
polluted by chemical and 
organic fertilizers, city 
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Clean water at the center in 
Granada – as in Central Asia 
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Universidad de Castilla-
La Mancha School of 
Translators 11th - 13th 
centuries 

Civil society depends on 
communication, the silk  
road  unites cultures 
and different religions 
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Avicenna is equally  
respected in along the silk 
road 

               His philosophy 
synthesises Aristotelian 
tradition, Neoplatonic 
influences and Islam 
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Tadjik Dam 
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Environmental degradation 
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Technology needs 
assessment 
Task: Balance between 
nations, to prevent further 

High level special event at the UN, students 
Dominique Petit-Frere, Courtney Walsh, 
Camera Walrond and Meghan Wilcox:  The 
High-level special UN event with Foreign 
Ministers of Kirgizstan, Tajikistan, Peru, 
Thailand, the president of Switzerland and 
the Secretary General of the UN: “Reducing 
risks from water related disasters: a must for 
the post-2015 development agenda” 

“The Rogun Dam is poised to be one of the world’s largest dam. Besides it's 
massive size it is creating a point of contention between upstream states and 
downstream states. The origins of the Rogun dam came from a project started by 
the former Soviet Union. Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the completion 
of the dam has been left to the control of Tajikistan. Since the switch of the 
project’s control to Tajikistan, completion of the dam has fallen behind. In order to 
ensure stability within the region the completion of the dam should be finished 
through privet ownership. That would ensure the efficient completion and proper 
maintenance of the dam.  Regional policies involving the environmental and social 
issues surrounding the dam can be coordinated through the Executive Committee 
of International Fund for Saving Aral Sea (EC-IFAS).  By expediting the process for 
the completion of the dam and with the increase of regional agreement of the 

usage of the dam will ease tensions over water usage in Central Asia.” 

Conference at the 
Tadjik national 
university, paper on 
appliedphilosophy 

Cotton production and global warming as main causes for water shortages 

Rules for fair distribution did not change from 
pagan, Buddhist, Zoroastrian over Muslim and 
Judeo-Christian approaches 


